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QUESTION: 43
What best describes the configuration options available when adding Load Generators to a Load Runnerscenario?

A. Cloud-based Load Generators can only use images provided by HP.
B. Cloud-based Load Generators can use images provided by HP or custom images created by the user.
C. A scenario must use all cloud-based or on-premise Load Generators, not a combination.
D. Cloud-based Load Generators must be provisioned one at a time.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 44
What should you select in the Toolbox to trap errors in TruClient scripts?

A. Add a Throw Error step from the Error Control section.
B. Add a Catch Error step from the Error Control section.
C. Add an Error step from the Flow Control section.
D. Add a Catch Error step from the Flow Control section.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 45
How is the run logic in a TruClient script controlled?

A. Run logic is not applicable to TruClient protocol, as TruClient scripts contain no actions.
B. TheTruClient Sidebar handles all the run logic for the TruClient script.
C. In the same way as the Web (HTTP/HTML) protocol script, with Vuser_init, one or more action sections, and a Vuser_end.
D. TruClient scripts contain one action only.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
What is the purpose of End Event in a TruClient script?
A. defines when the document is loaded
B. defines when an action has received the DOM
C. defines when next steps are allowed to start
D. defines when the script has ended

Answer: A

QUESTION: 47
HOTSPOT
The method of communication between a client and the server

The recorded actions of a business process performed in your application

Emulates the actions of human users working on your system

Defined by the quantities of the various resources that are required on a load generator in order to execute the VUser script; typical

Defines the events that occur during a testing session, based on performance requirements

You define it, to measure the performance of your system. It enables you to measure how long it takes to perform a set of steps

Answer:
QUESTION: 48
Where in the TruClient workflow does all of the script debugging and enhancing occur?

A. in the TruClient user interface-Develop Script mode only
B. in the Controller
C. in both the TruClient user interface and VuGen script view window
D. in the VuGen script view window only

Answer: B

QUESTION: 49
How do you start recording when using the Ajax TruClient IE protocol?
A. Press Ctrl+Shift+R.
B. Click on the Red Circle Icon.
C. Click on Start Recording (Red Circle Icon) in Internet Explorer.
D. Click on Develop Script and press the Red Circle Icon.

Answer: C

**QUESTION: 50**
How do you add an instance of the Virtual Table Server (VTS)?

A. Create a new Oracle or SQL Service Instance on a specific port.
B. Use the Options Link from the VTS main URI by using a specified port.
C. Install a second copy of the VTS by using a different port.
D. Install a second ODBC driver configured for a specific port.

**Answer: A**
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